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Abstract
Graph neural networks (GNNs) have shown extremely high �exibility and accuracy in predicting the
physical properties of molecules and crystals. However, traditional invariant GNNs are not compatible
with directional properties, which currently limits their application only to the prediction of invariant scalar
properties. To address this issue, here we propose a general framework, i.e., an edge-based tensor
prediction graph neural network (ETGNN), where a tensor is expressed as the linear combination of the
local spatial components projected on the edge directions of multiple-sized clusters. This tensor
decomposition is rotationally equivariant and exactly satis�es the symmetry of the local structures, while
the coe�cients before each local spatial component are rotationally invariant scalars which can be easily
predicted by traditional invariant GNNs. The accuracy and universality of our new framework are
demonstrated by the successful prediction of various tensor properties from �rst-order to third-order. The
framework proposed in this work will enable GNNs to step into the broad �eld of the prediction of
directional properties.

Introduction
The development of machine learning (ML) is changing the traditional research paradigm of molecular
and material science1–3. Without performing the computationally demanding electronic structure
calculations, ML can build an end-to-end mapping from structure to properties based on the large
databases to accelerate materials development4–12. In addition, machine learning atomic potential with
quantum-mechanical precision has been widely used to replace the costly �rst-principles calculations13–

16. The successful applications of ML in computational material science are largely because the adopted
framework conforms with the fundamental symmetries of the system. As in the case of the traditional
graph neural networks (GNNs)17–22 and classical kernel-based machine learning methods23–26, the
translational and rotational invariant features of the scalar properties are exploited to increase the
accuracy and transferability for the prediction of scalar properties.

Besides invariant scalar properties, various tensorial properties of materials are also important to material
functions. The tensorial properties of materials describe the response susceptibilities of materials to
various external �elds. For example, the dielectric tensor describes the response of an insulator to the
electric �eld. The piezoelectric tensors describe the anisotropic response of materials to mechanical
perturbations. The prediction of tensorial properties requires the models to be rotationally equivariant
when the reference coordinate system is rotated. Most of the recently proposed equivariant networks are
based on SO(3) representations to incorporate directional information27–30. Since these conceptually
complex networks use inconvenient Clebsch-Gordon (CG) transforms on spherical harmonic bases to
achieve equivariance, the conversion between one-dimensional SO(3) equivariant features and higher-
order geometric tensors is not straightforward. So far, these networks have been reported to achieve very
high accuracy in scalar prediction tasks but have rarely been used to predict the tensor properties of
molecules and crystals31–33.
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In molecular and material science, Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) based on an equivariant kernel is
the earliest network architecture for tensor prediction. Grisa� et al. proposed a GPR equivariant model
based on the symmetry-adapted Smooth Overlap of Atomic Positions (SOAP) kernels to predict the
tensorial properties34. In this GPR framework, the geometric tensors are decomposed into a series of
irreducible spherical tensor (IST) representations which can be learned independently. Recently, Nguyen et
al. have further represented each IST component as a sum of each atomic tensor that is represented by a
local atomic environment descriptor de�ned by a linear combination of spherical harmonics35. These
kernel methods based on IST decomposition rely on the construction of the �xed equivariant kernels to
predict tensors. Hence its accuracy and multi-element generalization ability may be limited. Since the
more �exible GNNs can learn a representation in a self-adaptive way and a single GNN can
simultaneously deal with all elements in the whole periodic table, it is expected that GNNs would predict
tensors more accurately than the usual descriptor-based ML approaches, similar to the case of predicting
scalar properties. Unfortunately, the usual invariant GNNs can not be straightforwardly adopted to predict
the equivariant tensor properties. Some modi�ed GNNs for tensor prediction have been reported recently.
Glick et al. proposed a Cartesian message passing neural network (CMPNN) by introducing directional
edge features between adjacent atoms to encode the Cartesian information36. This model successfully
predicted atomic multipole moments. However, the message functions and update functions of this
architecture have the same form as their invariant counterparts. Although this model adopted the data
augmentation technique, the equivariance of tensors is not strictly satis�ed. Clearly, a general GNN-based
framework for accurately predicting tensors is highly desirable.

In this Letter, we proposed a tensor prediction framework based on GNNs. The main idea of this
framework is that the tensor property of a crystal can be represented as the average of the tensor
contributions of all the atoms in the crystal and that the tensor contribution of each atom can be
expressed as the linear combination of the local spatial components projected on the edge directions of
multiple-sized clusters. This framework can describe the general tensors of different orders and
symmetries. To implement this framework, we designed an edge-based tensor prediction graph neural
network (ETGNN) and tested its tensor prediction ability for a wide range of tensors including the forces (

), dipole moments (µ), polarizabilities (α), chemical shifts (σ), Born effective charges (BECs), dielectric
(DL), and piezoelectric (PZ) tensors. This approach is conceptually simple and enables various GNNs to
be able to predict tensors without making signi�cant changes to the existing networks.

Results And Discussion

Theory
The equivariance of a tensor refers to the behavior that the tensor changes under the transformation of
the coordination system, in contrast to the invariance of the scalar (e.g., the energy) which remains
unchanged. The traditional GNNs embed the scalar information of graphs such as species and inter-
atomic distance into the invariant features of nodes and edges, which are updated iteratively. GNNs in

→
F
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molecular and materials science widely adopt the atom-centric scalar prediction framework37, which
expresses the energy of a crystal as the sum of the atomic energies predicted by the invariant features of
atoms. Here, we generalize the atom-centric framework of GNNs to tensors and represent each crystal
rank-M tensor property ( ) as the average of the atomic rank-M tensor contributions ( ). The key to
the problem is how to predict the atomic tensors. The illustration of predicting the atomic rank-M tensors
in this framework is shown in Fig. 1. This tensor prediction framework can be expressed by the following
formulas:

1

2

where N is the number of atoms in the cell, and  is the unit edge vector from the neighboring atom ki

to the central atom j.  represents the set of all neighbor atoms of atom j within a cutoff radius . 

 is the -fold ( ) tensor product of , and .  is a scalar

coe�cient of the cluster containing n individual neighboring atoms, which can be derived from the
features  of the j-centered cluster. The summation in Eq. (2) runs over all the permutations of n
neighbors of atom j. Eq. (2) is a general expression of the atomic rank-M tensor expansion which requires
at most M individual edge vectors to construct the tensor bases. For symmetric crystal tensors, we can
represent it as the average of the symmetric atomic tensors which can be expanded with the symmetric
tensor bases. In this case, n can be smaller than M since the symmetric tensor bases can be constructed
by the multi-fold tensor product of the edge vectors. This can greatly reduce the complexity of the
formulas and the amount of unnecessary calculations.

One can easily show that the tensors predicted by ETGNN strictly satisfy the equivariance condition. The
tensor product of two vectors  and  of orders l1 and l2 is a prescription to obtain another

equivariant vector or tensor  in a higher-order vector space. Since each edge vector in the
real space is rotationally equivariant, the tensors obtained by the tensor product of multiple edge vectors
are also equivariant. Besides, the atomic tensor constructed by Eq. (2) satis�es the proper symmetry of
the local structure as all the neighboring atoms [ ] of a central atom (i.e., the j-th atom here) are
considered in the summation. If the cluster centered on atom j is symmetric with respect to the rotation or

inversion operation R around atom j (i.e., , , where ), then the

summation in Eq. (2) remains unchanged. It is a huge advantage that the atomic tensor expansion
satis�es the symmetry of the atomic local structures inherently without learning the symmetry of the
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local structure through data augmentation or redundant network parameters. We also checked that the
tensors predicted by our ETGNN model are indeed compatible with the symmetry of the examined system
(see Supplementary Discussion 1 for details). Note that the equivariant tensors constructed by Eqs. (1)
and (2) apply to all periodic and nonperiodic systems.

Below we will describe the details of the expansion of the tensors with respect to the edge directions
taking force vector, BEC, DL, and PZ tensor as examples. The force vector and BEC of each atom can be
directly represented by the corresponding atomic tensor contribution , while the dipole moment, DL,
and PZ tensors describing the whole crystal are represented by the average of the tensor contributions 

 of each atom in the primitive cell.

The force on the jth atom is the sum of the forces from the surrounding neighbor atoms:

3
The coe�cients  are the magnitude of the forces between the atoms.

Since BEC is an asymmetric second-order tensor, the terms in Eq. (2) are explicitly split into the symmetric
part  and the non-symmetric part :

4

5

6

    is expanded with the second-order symmetric tensor bases  constructed by the unit

direction vectors  between the atom pairs kj.  is expanded with the asymmetric tensor

bases  constructed by the unit direction vectors  and . Since  and 

require one and two individual neighbor atoms respectively, the expansion coe�cients  and  are
mapped from the hidden features of the edge messages ( ) and the triplet messages ( )
respectively. The embedding and updating of the triplet messages ( ) will be illustrated in detail in the
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following network implementation section. It is important to note that the expansion formula of BEC can
be applied to all second-order atomic tensors.

The DL tensor is a second-order symmetric tensor of the whole crystal and is not extended with the
expansion of the primitive cell of the crystal. The DL tensors can be represented as the average of the
atomic contributions of the second-order symmetric tensors . Therefore, the edge-based expansion

of the DL tensor can be written as:

7
The PZ tensor is a third-order symmetric tensor. According to the above discussion, the edge-based
expansion formula of the PZ tensor is given as follows:

8

The �rst term is constructed by the 3-fold tensor product of , and the second term is constructed by

the tensor product of  with the 2-fold tensor product of . Both terms satisfy the symmetry of 
.

Network implementation
In traditional GNNs, the features of each atom are embedded in a high-dimensional space and updated
by passing messages between atoms. The contribution of each atom to the scalar property of a crystal is
�nally obtained through an atom-wise regression neural network. According to the tensor prediction
framework discussed in the previous section, the expansion coe�cients of tensors up to order three are
mapped from the features of the edges or the triplets. In this work, we designed the edge-based tensor
prediction graph neural network (ETGNN), which is a modi�ed version of DimeNet + + 38. Although in
principle any common GNN can be adopted to predict tensor properties within our framework, here we
adopt DimeNet + + as it is an invariant GNN that was shown to have high precision in the prediction of
scalar properties22, 38. ETGNN obtains the tensor expansion coe�cients by updating the learned
embeddings of the edges and the triplets in the crystal graphs.

ETGNN has inherited the directional message passing framework used by DimeNet++, i.e. the atom

features ,  and the edge features  of atom pairs ji are integrated into the directional edge

message  being sent from atom j to atom i, where k is the index of the multiplicity of the edges.
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Furthermore, ETGNN introduces an additional triplet component in the crystal graph, which is composed
of node j and its two neighbor nodes k and i. The nodes, edges, and angles contained in the triplets are
embedded into the triplet messages mkji. Using equivariant expressions of tensors proposed in the

present work, ETGNN can predict both scalars and various tensor properties, such as forces , BECs, DL,
and PZ tensors. ETGNN can realize the following mapping:

9
where  is the learnable parameters of the network.

The architecture of ETGNN is shown in Fig. 2a. We kept the existing architecture in DimeNet + + and
introduced the triplet embedding and the triplet update blocks. For tensor prediction, an edge-wise layer 

 and a triplet-wise layer  are used to get the coe�cients in the tensor expansion: 

, .

Triplet embedding block. The triplet embedding block is shown in Fig. 2b. The triplet message is

embedded based on the distances  and  between node j and its neighbor nodes k and i, the

angle  between  and , and the atomic numbers ,  and . The spherical Bessel function

 is used as the two-dimensional joint bases of the distances 

and the angles  in the triplets:

,
10
where  is the �rst kind spherical Bessel function of order l, and  is its nth root, , 

. The expansion coe�cients of the spherical Bessel function are multiplied by the

cosine cutoff function to obtain the two-dimensional joint basis representation of  and : 

. Then the coe�cients of the basis functions are linearly

combined through a self-interaction layer , where ntri is the number of the

hidden features of the triplets and ntri = 128 in this work. According to ,  and atomic numbers
,  and , the embedding of the triplet can be constructed in the following formula:
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11
where σ is ELU activation function39, g is a learnable atomic embedding layer.

Triplet update block. The embeddings of edge messages and triplet messages are updated through
multiple edge update blocks and triplet update blocks. The goal of ETGNN is just to achieve the
prediction of the tensor properties, so the edge update block adopts the original interaction layer in
DimeNet + + to ensure that the modi�ed network has the same accuracy as the original one. The triplet
update block uses the directional message passing mechanism similar to that in the edge update block.
The update of the features of the triplets can be expressed by the following formula:

12
where  and  are update function and interaction function respectively, which are implemented

by neural networks. The hidden features of the triplets  are updated using the directional edge

messages  and  at the same layer. The angle  between the directional edge messages 

and  is also explicitly embedded in the spherical Bessel function  to update 

Tests and applications
We trained ETGNN with the forces of the molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories of the extended systems
provided in ref. 40. The extended systems consist of the supercells of inorganic and organic crystals and
also contain clusters, high entropy alloys (HEA), and two-dimensional materials. The organic polymer
pyridine and bulk TiO2 contain two and three phases respectively, which can test the prediction accuracy
of the model for different phases. High entropy alloy (HEA) CoCrFeMnNi contains �ve metal elements
and each element is randomly arranged in the crystal, which is a great challenge to the model. DeepPot-
SE40 and DeePMD41 are two representative neural network potential energy surface (PES) models, which

calculate the forces by using the gradients of the potential energy: . For each sub-systems,
90% randomly selected structures are used for training, and the remaining 10% are used for testing40. As
can be seen from Table 1, the ETGNN model achieved lower RMSEs than DeepPot-SE and DeePMD on
nearly all the sub-systems.
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Table 1
Comparison of the root mean square errors (RMSEs) of the predicted forces
for the extended systems by ETGNN, DeepPot-Se, and DeepPMD. The lowest

RMSE among the considered models for each subsystem is displayed in bold.
The unit is meV/Å.

System Sub-system DeepPot-Se DeepPMD ETGNN

 

Bulk Cu FCC solid 90 90 89

Bulk Ge Diamond solid 38 35 7

Bulk Si Diamond solid 36 31 5

Bulk Al2O3 Trigonal solid 49 55 36

Bulk C5H5N Pyridine-I 25 25 14

Pyridine-II 39 39 19

Bulk TiO2 Rutile 137 163 61

Anatase 181 216 82

Brookite 94 109 44

MoS2 + Pt MoS2 slab 23 34 27

bulk Pt 84 226 27

Pt surface 105 187 37

Pt cluster 201 255 68

Pt on MoS2 94 127 33

CoCrFeMnNi HEA rand. occ. I 394 481 373

rand. occ. II 410 576 385

Similar to the atomic force, some other tensors can be obtained as the �rst or second partial derivative of
the energy with respect to the external �eld42. Here we compare the previous gradient-based tensor
prediction method with our ETGNN models. We have successfully trained the ETGNN models on the
dataset of the �rst-order dipole moment µ, the second-order polarizability tensor α, and the atomic
second-order chemical shift tensors σ of two organic molecules of ethanol and allyl p-tolyl ether. The
expansion formulas of the dielectric tensor and Born effective charge tensor were used to decompose the
polarizability and the atomic chemical shift tensor respectively. We compared the results of ETGNN with
FieldSchNet42 which computes these response properties using derivatives of total energies. Table 2
shows the comparison of the mean absolute errors (MAEs) of ETGNN and FieldSchNet trained on ethanol
in vacuum and allyl p-tolyl ether in vacuum. As can be seen from Table 2, the prediction error of ETGNN
for almost all the tensor properties listed in Table 2 is much smaller than that of FieldSchNet.
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Table 2
Comparison of the mean absolute errors (MAEs) of ETGNN and FieldSchNet

trained on ethanol in vacuum and allyl p-tolyl ether in vacuum. The lowest
MAE between the two models for each property is displayed in bold.

Property Unit allyl p-tolyl ether (vacuum)

 

ethanol (vacuum)

 

FieldSchNet ETGNN FieldSchNet ETGNN

 

µ D 0.003 0.00024 0.004 0.0018

α Bohr3 0.039 0.0202 0.008 0.025

σall ppm 0.273 0.0293 0.169 0.00735

σC ppm 0.301 0.0417 0.194 0.00721

σH ppm 0.045 0.0202 0.123 0.00385

σO ppm 2.732 0.0147 0.401 0.00286

Based on the tensor expansion formulas, we tested the prediction accuracy of ETGNN for the BECs, the
DL tensors  (electronic contribution), and the PZ tensors of crystals. The training datasets are from the
density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) calculations on 3190 Al2O3, 3992 SiO2, 10000 HfO2, 3211
AlN, 3000 CdS, and 3000 ZnO random perturbed structures. HfO2 is a potential complementary metal-
oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatible ferroelectric memory material and can form many crystal
structures43–46. The perturbed structures of HfO2 consist of 5000 structures with 6-coordinated Hf ions
and 5000 structures with 8-coordinated Hf ions. Each model was trained with 60% of the data, validated
with 20% of the data, and tested with the remaining 20% of the data. The comparisons of the DFT
calculated tensors and the ETGNN predicted tensors on the test datasets of the perturbed structures are
shown in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3(a − c), each component of the BECs predicted by ETGNN is very close
to the corresponding component of the BECs calculated by DFT. The mean absolute errors (MAEs) of the
components of the predicted BECs on Al2O3, SiO2, and HfO2 test sets are only  e, 

 e, and  e, respectively. The MAEs of the components of the predicted  on
Al2O3, SiO2, and HfO2 test sets are only ,  and , respectively. For
the third-order PZ tensor, ETGNN still maintains a high prediction accuracy. The MAEs of the components
of the predicted PZ tensors on AlN, CdS, and ZnO test sets are only  C/m2, 
C/m2, and  C/m2, respectively. The tensor prediction test on these perturbed structures
indicates that invariant GNNs can achieve high prediction accuracy in principle by using the edge-based
tensor expressions proposed in this work.

ETGNN has also been tested on the BECs and DL tensors  of about 5000 non-metallic materials in the
JARVIS-DFT database47. The comparison of the predicted values and the target values on the JARVIS-

ϵ∞

1.18 × 10−2

4.28 × 10−3 1.94 × 10−3 ϵ∞

5.54 × 10−3 1.98 × 10−3 2.86 × 10−3

3.29 × 10−4 4.69 × 10−4

5.59 × 10−4

ϵ∞
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DFT dataset can be seen in Fig. S2 (Supplementary). This dataset contains more than 80 elements in the
periodic table. The structures containing some rare earth elements in this dataset may have large
calculation errors because the pseudopotentials are often hard to accurately describe the complex
electronic structures of the rare earth elements. This will affect the prediction performance of the ML
methods. For the JARVIS-DFT data set, 70%, 20%, and 10% of the calculated values were used as the
training, validation, and test set, respectively. The MAE of ETGNN on the test set of BECs still reached a
low value of 0.045 e. This high prediction accuracy means that ETGNN can be used as a universal model
for calculating BECs with a much faster speed than DFT.

For comparison with the traditional ML models, an ETGNN model was trained for maximum BECs in the
JARVIS-DFT dataset. For the maximum component of the BECs, the MAE of the ETGNN model on the test
set is 0.12 e, which is only one �fth of that of the classical force-�eld inspired descriptors (CFID) model
used in ref. 47. It was reported that large deviations between the experimental and the calculated dielectric
constants can be seen for approximately 20% of the compounds48. Thus predicting the dielectric tensors
of various crystals was thought to be a huge challenge. The ETGNN regression model for the dielectric
tensors was successfully trained and achieved an MAE of 0.21 on the test dataset.

ETGNN automatically develops physical insights into the Born effective charge of materials while training
on the JARVIS-DFT dataset. It can be observed from Fig. 4 that the embedded features from the ETGNN
model trained for the mean diagonal value of BECs have a distinct separation for atoms with different
mean diagonal values. The mean diagonal values of the data points in the principal component analysis
(PCA) projection plot gradually increase from the upper left side to the upper right side. The mean
diagonal values of the BECs of metal elements in oxides are positive, while the mean diagonal values of
some group VIII metal elements such as Ru, Fe, and Co in multi-element alloys have negative minima.
The mean diagonal values of group VA, VIA, and VIIA non-metallic elements increase sequentially. The
BECs of atoms in some single-element crystals, such as Si and He, are almost zero, lying on the
borderline between positive and negative BECs in the PCA projection plot. The mean diagonal values of
hydrogen, alkali, group IIA, and group IIIA metal elements are positive and increase sequentially. Some
transition metal cations have larger mean diagonal values of BECs than other elements and are located
in the region closer to the upper right corner. The representation learned by ETGNN can be used to
characterize and understand the large chemical space of the BECs of the materials.

In conclusion, we generalized the atom-centric framework of GNNs to tensors and proposed a general
tensor prediction framework that decomposes the tensorial properties by the local spatial components
projected on the edge directions of multiple-sized clusters. Based on this idea, we have given the explicit
formula of the body-ordered expansions of general tensors. These expansions are rotationally equivalent,
while the coe�cients in the expansions are invariant and can be predicted by various traditional invariant
GNNs. We designed ETGNN based on an invariant GNN to verify our tensor prediction framework. The
precision of ETGNN outperforms the state-of-the-art models on a variety of tensor prediction tasks. For
the force prediction on the extended systems, ETGNN outperforms DeePMD and DeepPot-SE on nearly all
of the test systems. This shows that ETGNN can be used for precise potential �elds of various molecules
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and crystals. For the response properties including the �rst-order dipole moment µ, the second-order
polarizability tensor α, and the atomic second-order chemical shift tensors σ, ETGNN achieved much
higher accuracy than that of FieldSchNet. This shows that ETGNN has a strong �tting ability for the
response properties of various external �elds. ETGNN was also used to predict the BECs, DL, and PZ
tensors of the random perturbed structures and achieved very high accuracy. The evaluation of ETGNN
on these perturbed structures indicates that the tensor expansions proposed in this work are valid and
general. Besides, we have successfully trained the regression models of ETGNN for predicting the BECs
and DL tensors of about 5000 non-metallic materials containing more than 80 elements. Previous work
could not handle the tensors and only successfully trained the regression models for the maximum
component of these tensors47. Taking into account the errors of the tensors calculated by DFPT, the
mean absolute error of the predicted tensors in this dataset is relatively low. Our study suggests that
ETGNN is a general, e�cient and accurate framework for GNNs to predict the tensorial properties.

Method
Pytorch49, PyG50, and Pytorch Lightning libraries are used to implement ETGNN. The Pymatgen51 library
is used to read the crystal structures and search the neighbor atoms around each atom. We expand the
distance of each edge with 6 radial Bessel functions and transform the expansion coe�cients into the
128-dimensional edge message features through a self-interaction layer. Spherical Bessel functions are
used as a joint representation of the distances and angles for the triplets and are embedded into the 128-
dimensional triplet message features. The edge message features are re�ned through the original
interaction layer in DimeNet + + 38, while the triplet features are re�ned through the triplet update block
proposed in this work. ETGNN has used 4 edge and triplet update blocks in all experiments in this work.
Each tensor expansion coe�cient is mapped from the re�ned edge message features or re�ned triplet
message features by a 3-layer MLP respectively. The hyperparameters for all the reported experiments
and details on the search for the optimal hyperparameters are provided in Supplementary Table S2 and
Supplementary Discussion 2, respectively. We �atten the algebraic difference of the predicted tensor and
the target tensor into a 1D vector, whose Euclidean norm (i.e, L2 norm) is used as the loss function. The
proof of the invariance of the Euclidean loss function of the tensors can be found in Supplementary
Discussion 3.

The Born effective charges, dielectric and piezoelectric tensors in the training sets were calculated by the
density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio simulation package
(VASP)52. The exchange and correlation interaction of electrons was treated with the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional53.
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Figure 1

See image above for �gure legend.
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Figure 2

The architecture of ETGNN and its sub-networks. a is the architecture of ETGNN with four layers of edge
and triplet update blocks. The edge embedding and edge update blocks are inherited from the original
embedding and interaction blocks of DimeNet++ respectively so that the high precision of DimeNet++ can
be retained. The initial features of the triplets are generated in b the triplet embedding block and are
updated through c the triplet update blocks. The output of the last edge update block can be aggregated
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into the node features for scalar outputs by the d node output block. e shows the residual block20, which
is a multilayer feedforward neural network with a shortcut connection to avoid the vanishing gradients
problem.

Figure 3

Comparison of ETGNN predicted values and the DFT calculated values on the BECs (a-c), DL (d-f), and PZ
(g-i) tensors of the testing perturbed structure dataset.
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Figure 4

Visualizing the embedding space of the atoms in the JARVIS-DFT dataset using PCA. Each point on the
graph is colored according to the mean diagonal value of the BEC of each atom.
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